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1. Introduction
In applications as an expansion motor for steam-type working tluids, the screw machine is mainly used for decentralised
energy systems in the low to medium performance range. In applications of this kind. the high efficiency and good
performance under part-load conditions over a wide load-range are responsible for the energetic advantages of the screw motor
compared with alternative types of macbi ne. The functional characteristics of the screw motor allmv the expansion of steam in
all its various forms, from super-bcatcd steam to saturated steam l l ]. This opens up operating areas for the screw motor which
aJ·c beyond the scope ofrurbines.
ln this a1ticle. a geometric steam-powered screw motor design for a specific application will be described using a chamber
model, and the results relating to geometrical influences on motor behaviour will be discussed. The design of a scre w machine
to be deployed as a :;team expander differs from tile development of a compressor from both the energy point aspect and the
construction principles. The systematic variation of the geometric parameters of the internal volumetric rarios. the
length-diameter ratio and the \Hap angle.s. combined with an examination of the effects on machine performance, provide basic
information about the mechanisms which Jead to loss of efficiency in the machine. These losses can mainly be pur down to
choke effects and gap losses during the filling process. Finally. the influence of parameter \'ariation on the performance of the
steam-powered screw motor will be demonstrated by showing the extent to which efficiency rating and internal performance
depend on the geometrical machine parameters.

2. Scr ew Motor design
Workiilg principle
Tn general , screw machines belong to the displacement mac hine group. and. within this group, Lo the double-shafted rotru-y
cylinder type with internal compression ·[2] . If the re is an external energy input in order to increase the energy content of the
working medium, one re fers to a screw compressor. ln the opposite case. the compressed and heated fluid applies force to the
rotor flanks of the machine, and. according to the defi nition , we are dealing with a screw motor (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Sectional representation of a screw-ty pe motor

The operating principle of the screw motor is based on the
scre w-sha ped, spiral intermeshing rotors. which rotate in
opposite directions inside a close-fitting housing. The tooth gaps
of the rotors, in combination with the housing. form the working
chambers. When the rotors in a displacement machine turn,
rypical cyclical changes in rhe volume of the working chambers
take place. Several operating cycles take place sequcntially.
during which the working chambers on the high pressure side
are continually enlarged during the charging phase, while those
on the low pressure side reduce in size as they are emptied. Via
apertures in the housing. connections between the working
chambers and the inlet and outlet pons me created, according to
the rotation angle of the rotors. The chambers are normally
enclosed except for the rotOr c learances. The rims of these
apertures. those which clo e off the charging phase and open for
the discharge phase. are referred to as control edges. The
rotation angle positi ons of the control edges determine the
internal volume changes in the working chambers.

In displacement machines. there is always an important functional separation of moving and stationary part!'. The relative
mo\'cment between the rotors and the inte rnal surfaces of the housing inevitably rc,~ults in gaps, which prevent mechaniC<Il
friction between the rotors, and also between the rotors and the housing. There are Ya rious ways in which the gaps influence the
operatio nal efficiency and security of the mnchine They arc responsible for connections between the individual working areas.
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and between the working chambers on the low and high pressure sides of rhe machine respectively. The rotor geometry
detem1ines the length and form of the gaps [3].
Volume cun•e aud inlc! area
The volume cun·e represents the \'Olumctlic progression of Lhe working chamber depending on the rotation angle of the male
rotor. In the zero position of the male rotor the volume of the working chamber under examination is also zero (Fig.2). The
volume curve characteristically shows a continuous slope up to the point \\·here full profile intermcshiJJg has taken place,
followed by a linear progres~ ion, and a diminishing rise up to the point where maximum chamber volume is reached.
The inlel area, which depends on the rotation angle. is the
cross-section area which is available for the working tluid to
llow through during the charging phase. This area is formed by
the apertures in the housing and the rotor teeth, which circulate
past these gaps, co\'cring and uncovering pans of rhem. The
inlet area can be represemed as a function of the male rotor
rotation angle. analogous to the volume cmTe. Depending on
the profile, the development of the inlet area frequently begins
at a rotation angle differing from the zero position of the male
rotor. The reason for this is a tooth gap area opening at the front
face. which runs ahead of the actual working chamber. and is
connected to the low pressure side [2]. The inlet area
progression ends with arrival at the control edges, at the
rotational angle which indicates the theoretical start of
expansion.
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Fig. 2: Inlet area and volume curYc as a function of the male
rotor rotation angle on a typical steam-powered screw
motor

Working cycle of a screw motor
Jn principle, a working cycle includes all processes in the working area. beginning at a particular thermodynamic state and
ending at the next occurrence of the 1>ame state. The working cycle of a screw motor consists of three characteristic phases:
charging of the working chamber. expansion phase. and discharge of the working tluid.
During the chargu1g phase. the pon on the high pressure side is
charged with the working fluid at high temperature and prcs~11re.
so that the medium flows into the tooth gap behind it through the
inlet area. As the rotor continues to turn. the chamber volume
grows. The charging phase ends when the working chamber no
longer has any connection wi rJ1 the inlet aperture on the high
pressure side (Fig. 3). As the area of the inlet p01t is small at the
beginning of the cycle. resulting in a high choking effect.
ma,ximum chamber pressure is not achieved immediately, bur is
reached as the rotor moves on . This difference during the
charging phase between the initial pressure and the maximum
pressure in the chamber is characte1istic for the charging phase.
40000
20000
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80000
>00000
ch amber volume {mm'] _ _ _ ___.
This difference is the result of pressure loss caused by choking
a~ the fluid flows in. and gap losses from the working chamber.
·
· h
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·
.
Fig. 3 : 01amber pressure progression depending on
A further aspect ot t e rea1- 111e chargmg process IS t11at
chamber volume with
expansion begins before the control edge on the high pressure
• re.al and
side ha~ been reached. The prcssu1·e gradient at the end of the
.
.
.
• •sentrop•c expansiOn phases
charging process is already comparable with Lhat during lhe firs!
expansion phase beginning al. when the control edges have been reached. The reason for the early start of expansion is
essentially a combination of continuously rising chamber \'Oiumc combined with reducing area at the inlet pon. The point at
which expansion actually suuts is inherent in the system, and also oCCLLrs in an ideal scenario where choke effects and gap
losses are ignored.
At the start of the expansion phase. the operating beha\·iour of t11e screw motor is mainly influenced by gap flows. ln order to
assess the effect of gap flows on the energy conversion rating of the motor. a distinction has to be made between loss flows out
of the working chamber under examination and tlows into the chamber through other gap interconnections. Compared with
isentropic expansion, the actual pressure progression during initial expansion rises more steeply in the theoretical
re presentation. The reason for this is that the t1uid losses from t11e chamber are proportionally higher than the gains. As rotation
continues. real and isemropic chamber pressures con\'erge. untiI, in the second phase of expansion, pressures during the real
process exceed those for the isentropic expansion process. The more gradual pressure progression during 111e real process is a
consequence of f10\vs into the working chamber from those following it. T!lis fluid does not flow directly into the low-pressure
side of the motor, but helps ro some extent to till rhe expanding chamber under consideration, applying power to the rotor
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flanks. The expansion phase ends when maximum chamber volume has been achieved. As a rule. at this point in the cycle the
leading tooth flanks pass across the control edges ar the low pressure side. and pressure equali!'ation takes place (represented
isochorically in Fig. 3).
The discharge progress is represented in the following in idealised fom1 by means of isochoric pressure equalisation between
the chamber pressure and the low pressure machine pressure as the low pressure side control edges arc passed.ln the following
description of the effects of ,.a,-ying final expansion pressures, a model will be used which utili~es an isobaric charge, followed
by isentropic expansion restricted by constant fluid mass in the working chamber (Fig. 4).

lf there is no difference between the chamber pressure at the
end o f the expansion phase and the ambient machine pressure
on the low pressure side, this is known as 'aligned operation'.
'
---~----~-----~---- When the sclecte(l inner volume ration is too high see v, 5, the
!I
l'
l'
chamber prcsstu·c falls below the IO\\l pressure side ambient
---~----~-----~-----I
pressure du ring the expansion phase. The 'over-expanded' fluid
----- -t----1
mass will be isochorically compressed (in idealised form) by
working fl uid flo\\ing back through the low-pressure port
_,''
LP side
before it can be expelled. As soon as the chamber pressure falls
bacl<-pressure
below the ambient machine pressure of the low pressure side.
the effective work performed by the fluid during the expansion
phase is more tl1an cmmtcrbalanced by the aclclitional work
chamber volume (mm'] ----l~
required to expel it. During this phase. the steam-powered st.:rcw
motor functions as a compres1;or. On the other hand. if the
Fig. 4: lnfluence of the internal volume ratio v; on the
selected internal pressure ration is too low, chamber pressure at
working area W , under constant machine
the end of the expansion phase is higher than ambient machine
conditions.
pressure on the low-pressure side, resulting in continuing
isochoric expansion (in idealised form ) of the working tluid as it passes the control edges on the low pressure side. Part of the
theoretically aYailable energy in the tluid thus remains unused because of the too-short expansion phase.

'
'

=

.
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3. Theoretical foundations
In order to assess the energy cOn\'ersion rating of screw motors with varying geometrical parameters. operating values and
boundary conditions must be laid down. within which the. different motor variatio ns are comparable. Although the functioning
of a sc.rcw motor is more or less like that of a screw compressor working the other way ronnel. both the definition of the
boundary conditions and the physical de,~cription of the processes in the working areas arc more complex than in the case of
screw compressors. In the following. operating values will be dctined and applied. which allow both an assessment of varying
rotor geometries and the energetic exam ination of differing motor variants.

Geome!rical operating values
In the next section the operating \'a lues for the gap situation and the configuration of the inlet area will be defined, so that an
assessmem of the:.e elements can be quantified. In comrusr to the thro ughput ratio antl charging re~tju. both ~e rs of operating
values refer here to the geometrical characteristics of the screw motor. and are independent of any energetic examination of the
working cycle.
The gap value sets the fluid mass mg.r.u in relation to the theoretical lluid mass m,h.., at the sta1t of the expansion phase at high
pressure control edge:

(Eq. I )

The fluid mass m~.nn is the mass which, in the rotation angle area for charging between a""" and au,_... flows out of the working
chamber through the time-dependent gap area of the chamber ro be charged Ag (t). For the gap flow. a s upercriticul
decompression at the speed of sound in the nmTowest cross-section is assumed:

2 . K< · R · T
·-..&.
+I
R ·1~ Kc + l
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=-a~<~~"-----------------------------------
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I
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dt ·
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(Eq. 2)

The computation is based on the model of a stationary and isentropic gap flow through the na1Towest cross-section. with
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negligible flow speed before entrance. According to the assumption of a blocked flow which has been adopted in this case, the
leakage value is a function of Lhe initial parameters (temperature a nd pressure) and the time factor ( r.p.m.). and a function of
the gap area, which depends in its rurn on geometry and time.
Smnll ga p values are responsible for a favourable gap situation and small gap tlows dnring the c harging process. Leakages
through mac hine gaps dUJing the compression phase do contlibute to a loss of fluid mass, but the chamber is 'topped up' by an
inflow from the fol lowing chambers in a k ind of recovery process. Restticting the examination to the rotation angle area of the
charging process can therefore be justitied by the exclusi,·ely dissipative character of the gap flows during this phase of the
cycle.
The inlet area value sets the mean fictitious inward tlow speed ce.r in relation to the speed of sound ac

=f fp". T el:

(Eq. 3)

T he fictitious inward tlow speed as already employed by Huster l5) is calculated from the time-step re lated q uotients arising
from changes ro the chamber volume 6V, (r) and inlet area A;. (t). The inlet area value depends o nly on the geometry and the
inflow parameters. analogous to the gap value. It would be worth developing a motor with a larger inlet area value, as this
would result in a longer charging phase and a larger inlet area.

Modelling and compwation
The variation calcu lations were canied out in two independent steps: geometrical abstraction nnd energetic examination. The
basis for geome trical abstraction of the screw motor is the analytical treatment o f the rotor gear teeth rs·1. The aim of this
calculatio n is to d etermine the volume curve. the dimensions of the inlet a nd o utlet areas. and the ga p areas as a function of U1c
ma le rotor an gle at a specified geometrical parameter (z~1 R . z FR• <p\IR• UD und v;). The results of the geometrical abstraction
form the basis for rhe energetic exami nntion of the operational behaviour of the motor.
The computation program for an cncrgctit: mac hine ana lysis is generally based on mass and energy conservation. Basically, by
means of a balancing process, changes in the condition o f the working fluid (:;ream) arc established numerically. so that the
operating behaviour of the machine cru1 be represented. Variations in the form of volume changes depending on rotation angle
changes and gap flows in and out of the working chamber are taken into account. The computational bas is for the progression
the condirion of the working fluid represents. in view of the flow speed, a zero-dimensional chamber model, which makes it
possible in principle to simulate screw motors with random geometrical parameters.

4. Investigation of the influence of geometric parameters on the operating performance or Screw Motors
Operating and bowtda.1y condiTions
The inv-L::;tigation of the operating bcha,·iour of screw motors by the use of the rmodynamic simulation is the basis for the
subsequent experimental research of the machine. ln order to carry out a geometrical comparison of dj ffcrenl machines. it is ti rst
necessary LO lay down the bow1dru·y conditions under which the machines are comparable. ln the present ca1>e. the parameter
combination of inflow pressure p,, inflow temperature~,. and theoretically u·ansponable mass tlow ri1th was laid down for the
external boundary conditions of the screw motor. Although variation options arc possible over a broad. technically feasible area.
setting the initial condi tions was not done o n a random basis. but based on installation conditions Jjke those which can be found
in industrial app lications with small mass flows.
•
•
•
•

working medium: water s team
5
intlO\v pressure p~ = 7 ·l 0 Pa
inflow te mpe rature ~c 350
theoretical mass tlow 1i1 1h = 0.1 kg·s·'

=

oc

The theo retical mass now is used instead of the ambienr machine mass tlow as a reference \'alue. becau~e it depends only on the
known machine geometry a11d the rotor speed. but not on the motor operating values. The theoretical mass flow is calculated as
the product of the chamber volume at the start of expansion Vtl•.«· and the density Pc as a function of the values at the entry port.
the tooth count z~1 R and the rotor revolutions n\·JR:
.

-

mlh- vrh.<X.

- vma.x
p~. Z.vJR. nMR - - - · Pe. z'VIR. ll :.I R
'";
(Eq. 4)
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Initially, the working range of the screw motor is lim ited. according to the Clausius-Rankinc-Cycle, entirely to the s uperheated
area in the parameter combination dealt with here. The entry parameters do not allow any trans fer phases caused by entering lhe
saturated steam range w occur during the expansion phase. even under isentJOpic process management.
Along with constant machine parameters. additional border conditions for the screw motor are defined. These conditions are set
by the speed of the rotor crown circle a nd the mean gap clearance. For variations in the rotor geometry, the male rotor
circumference speed is defined as u~1 R
I 00 m·s· 1• This \·aluc has a major influence on the energy conversion rating of the
machine. and corresponds to 30 000 r.p.m with a male rotOr diameter of 65 mm. All gap heights are treated as constant at h~ = 0.2
mm. This assumption is justified by the fact that gap heights do not vary significantly in different-sized machines. Geometrical
variations as a result of thermal interaction between the working fluid and the housing or the rotors respectively are not taken into
account. and could provide potential for further studies.

=

\lariarion calcularions

The confi g uration of geometrical parameter:- for screw moto rs presemed below incorporales variations in internal volumetric
relations. wrap angle ancllength-diarneter relations. As a s tarting point for the variation calculations a combination of four male
rotor teeth (ZMR 4) and s ix female rotor teeth (ZrR 6l was selected, which represents a compromise between sma ll integral
clearances and a sufficiently large rotation angle range for charging the chamber.

=

=

Variations in 1fle imemal volume ratio

The internal vo lume ratio does not depend o n the rotor geometry. and is determined via the sitting of the control edges in the
motor hou~ing. According to the definition. the internal \'olumc relationship of a screw motor results from the relationship
between chamber volume at the end of the expansion phase V ma< and the chamber volume at the theoretical start of expansion
V m.•, :
(Eq. 5)

When :1 screw machine is d eployed as a motor. variation in the
120000 ..----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
internal volume relationship occurs when the high pressure s ide
control edges are re-sited. With constanr geometrical rotor
parameters, increasing the internal volume rat io means that the
control edges have to be moved towards smaller roror angles.
I
which leads in its turn to a reduction of lhe chamber volume at E
I
3
the start of expansion (.F ig. 5). As the pre-requisites for varying ~
I
I
the intcrnal volume are constanL theoretical mal's tlow in
combination with constant male rotor c ircumference speed.
I
these requirements are significant restrictions on the size of the
machine. In order to fultil the relevant border conditions. which
consist of the machine parameters, the circumference speed and
so 100 150 200 250 300 350 •oo •so soo
the mean gap height. geometrically similar machines - even
rotation angle[') down to the h~
0.2 mm gaps - w ith identical geometrical Fig. 5: Volume curve for a steam-powered screw motor
parameters. were used for the e nergetic computation.
with varying internal volume relationships
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The chamber pressure as a function of the chamber volume is
represenled in Fig. 6 for steam-powered screw motor1> with
varying internal volume relationships. The wrap angle and the
lengt11-diameter relationship, along with the theoretical ma!'s
flow have been kept cons tant. The graph shows pressure
progression during th e charging phase. and expansion. without
taking the low pressure side charge transfer into account.
For small internal volume ratios the chamber pressure
progression during the charging process s hows only a minor
pressure difference between the entry pressure and the chamber
pressure. However, this positive effect on the working area has
to be set against the high expansion pressure and the resultant
unused excrgy. On the other band. with large internal volume
relationships, charge transfer work leads, as a result of
'over-expansion', to a reducti on in internal work. These
tendencies persist if the internal volume relationship is \·aried in
combination with different wrap angles or length-diameter

(v = 3 .5) = 154.t • [HP·conlrol eoge]

r
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Fig 6: Chamber

pressure progression dependent on
chamber volume for varying internal volume
relationships v;
(ZMR = 4. ZFR = 6. <p~IR = 350°. UD = 1.4)
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relationships respecti \'ely.
ln order to assess the geometrical effects of varying the internal volume relationships. it was decided not to carry out an
examination of inlet area and gap values. Al though these two operating values permit quantitative statements to be made
concerning the configuration of the gap characteristics and the inlet geometry duting the charging phase. it would seem that, in
connection with variation in internal volume relations. tinal expansion pressure is the really vi tal criterion. This is essentially
a direct result of the internal \'Olume ratio. and i!> only peripherally affected by dissipative processes during the charging phase.

Geometrical examination of I'Grying

li! rap

angles

ln order to examine the influence of the \vTap angles on
performance, different pairs of rotors arc varied in such a way that
only the wrap angle~ arc changed. The length-diameter ratio. the
internal volume ratio and the theoretical mass tlows of all rotor
pairs remain constant. Fig. 7 shows rotor pairs with different wrap
angles, but with all other geometrical ntlues unchanged.

F ig 7: Rotor pairs with varying wrap angles

<pMR

Varying the wrap angle affects both the gap situation and the geometry of the inlet area. In order to achieve a quantifiable
description of the geometrical effects, an inlet area value fl;a and a gap value fig were selected. In F ig. 8 the dependence
of both values on the male rotor wrap angle in machines with an internal volume ratio of v; = 4 and a length-diameter ratio of
UD 1.4. is represented.

=

In the parameter area for wrap angles from

<pl\IR =:woo -

-W0°. increasing wrap angles result in a rise in the inlet area value fl;" .

which would suggest an improvement in mass transport from the high pressure pon into the working area, and lower choking
losses as a result. As the wrap angle increases. both longer charging times and the larger maximum area of the inlet opening
during the charging phase conttibutc to a rise in the performance figures (Fig. 9). Representing the inlet area as a rime function
was employed rnther than a~ a function of the male rotor rotation angle, as this did not provide sufficient feedback because of
varying rotor speeds.
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wrap angle
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V1 = 4. UD = 1.4 )
Raising the wrap angle at constant step angle (~<p = 50°)
closely _matches a continuous rise in the charging time (~lr. 11 ~
9.5 10·:. s) and also in the maximum s ize of the inlet urea
(~A'"""'"::::: Jl)O mm\ On the other hand. the degressive rise in
the inlet values as a function of the wrap angle reflects the
relatively smaller increase in charging time and the maximum
size of the inlet area.
In contrast to the inlet area value. there is :1 linear rise in the gap
value as the \Hap angle increases. Jn F ig. 10 the
time-dependent gap area processes during the charging phase
are represented for motors with varying wrap angles.
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With a small wrap angle as a starting point. an increase in the
angle leads not only to the increase in the charging time as
already dealt with. but also to a rise in the. integral gap area. As

F ig. 10: Gap area as a function of charging time for
varying male rotor wrap angles
(ZMR = 4.
ZFR = 6.
V; = 4.
UD 1.4)

=
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both the charging time and the gap area are included in the computation in linear form, the gap area progression indicates a
predominant intluence of the charging time over the gap area. Starting with the smallest wrap angle examined <p~ 1 R = 200°. a
doubling of the wrap angle leads to a 43.3% longer charging time. By conu·ast. the maximum gap area only incre.ases by
14.1 %.

A geometrical examination of the influence of varying wrap angles on inlet and gap \'alues shows opposing tendencies. The
extent to which the favourable gap situation brought about by small wrap angles results in energetic advantages compared with
the inlet area geometry aimed at with larger wrap angles. cannot be assessed on rhe basis of the geometrical values alone.

Energetic examination of wuying ll'rap angles
The influence of the wrap angle on energy conversion will be funher exmnincd by means of an efticiency rating analysis and a
comparison of the internal power rati ngs. The eft'iciency rating which is Iimi red to the charging process and the expansion
pha~>e. permits a differentiated examination of the dissipative effect of gap leakages and the choke effect of the inlet area, and
a lso throws light on the relative priority of these two principal physical loss mechanisms. Along with the inlet area and gap
values. the operating efficiency and the intemal power ratings also contribute to a deeper under~tanding of dissipative
processes during the charging phase.
ln order to arrive at more precise conclusions concerning the influence of geometrical variations on the energy conyersion
efficiency of the steam-powered screw motor. a comparative approach is useful. ln an ideal process control system, the
working area is characterised by isobaric charging and discharging. and isenrropic expansion in a suitably aligned operation.
The border wnditions for calculating the acLUal working surface are based on the assumption of an adiabatic process in which
loss mechanisms are taken into account. The difference in area compared with an ideal comparison process results from the
restricted in !low of charging nuid at the beginning and end of the charging phase. from the choke effect of the inlet port area,
and the gap losses. The internal efficiency factor TJ, relates the working area in a real process to the ideal comparative process:

ll;

w.
= --'-

(Eq. 6)

wi.i<l

The dependence of the efficiency rating and the internal power
rating on the wrap angle is shown in F ig. 11. With small wrap
angles. efficiency is relatively low, both for the charging
process in isolation. and also if expansion is taken into account.
As the examination of the inlet area and gap values
demonstrates, motor variants with small wrap angles arc
characterised by a favourab1c gap situation but unfavourable
inlet geometry. As the wrap angle increases. both eft'iciency
ratings rise clegressively. an effect which can be explained in
terms of decreasing integral dissipation. With regard to the inlet
a rea and gap values. it is mainly improving inlet geometry as
the wrap angle increases which is responsible for improved
eftlciency. This factor outweighs the deteriorating gap situation.
The further improvement with larger wrap angles when
expansion is taken into account. can be put down to gap mass
l1ows which ·rop up· the working chamber from the following
chambers.
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The internal power rating shows a trend towards a comparable dependency on the wrap angle. Although an increase in the
wrap angle in the range <pMR = :woo- 300". leads at first to a significant improvement i.n the internal power rating. a further
enlargement only leads to a minor improvement.

Geometrical examination of varying tile length-diameter ratio
The length-diameter ratio UD is the third parameter. along
with the tooth count and the wrap angle. involved in describing
Lbe rotor geometry. The area of variation described below
covers length-diameter ratios from LID I .2 - 1.8. Rotor pairs
with differing length-diameter ratios are shown in F ig. 12.

LID= 1.2

L/D = 1.4

LID= 1.6

=

As in the case of the wrap angle. the length-diameter ratio
influcm:es both the overall gap situation and the inlet area
geometry of the steam-powered screw motor. The effects of varying this ratio on the geometrica l confi,guration of the rotors

Gdansk University of Technology
Dortmund University of Technology
will be assessed using the inlet area valueD; 3 and the gap \'aluenl?. Both these figures achieve their highest values in the
range of low length-diameter ratios (Fig. 13). As the ratio increases. the decreasing inlet area val ue indicates the deteriorating
geometrical configuration of the inlet area. while the reducing gap value indicates a positi,·e effect on the gap <>ituation.
The effects of increasing length-diameter ratios on the inlet. situation are qualitati\·ely imilar to those achieved by reducing the
wrap angle. The maximum values for both the inlet area and the charging times rise as the length-diameter ratio falls. which
accounts for the high input area values in this parameter range. On the other hand. longer charging rimes have a negative effect
on the gap values. Along with the charging time. increasing integral gap areas contribute to a rise in these values as
length-diameter ratios decrease (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14: Inlet and gap aJeas as a function of the charging
time for varying length-diameter ratios
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Enel:f?eric examinalion o.fl'ari(l(ions ill rile length-diameler rmio

An examination of the inlet aJea and gap values pcm1its conclusions to be drawn about the effect of varying the
length-diameter ratio on the geometrical contlguration of the inlet area and the gap situation. The relative importance of the
dissipative effects of gap leakages a nd choke rest riction has not yet been clarified. ln an at£empt to assess the opposing
tendencies of the inlet area and gap values with reference to their effects on energy conversion efticie.ncy. the internal
efficiency rating and internal petformancc will be examined, as was already the case with vuriarion ofrhc wrap angle.
The efficiency rating for the charging process. and additionally fo r the charging process, expansion. and internal performance
as a function of the lengt h-diameter ratio a re represented in Fig. 15.

-

The best efficiency ratings a re achieved by motors with small
length-diamete r ratios. Machines of this type profit, from an
efficiency (tilling)
41
energetic point of \'ie,v. from the long charging pha~cs and the
0,9
40
fa\'ourablc geomeU")' of the inlet area. As the length-diameter
0,85
39
efficiency (filling and expansion)
:::;:
ratio increases. charging times become sho11cr. and inlet areas
- -· "'
0.8
:;;
g>
are reduced to an extent which cannot be compensated for by
~ 0,75
37 ~
the improvi ng gap sitUation. For motors of this type. less
'\.
1;' 0,7
favourable efficiency ratings are the result. ln contrast to an
internal power
.,·;:;c 0,65
examination of wrap angles. gap masses which flow into the
~ 0.&
chambers during expansion do not seem lO have a significanl
055
33
effect on the efficiency rating and energy conversion qualities
0,5
of the machine. A tendency similar ro that noted for the
12
1,8
1,4
1,6
efficiency rating is exhibited by the internal performance of
length-d i ameter ralio [·)
Fig. IS: Efficiency raring and internal petformance as a the machines being analysed. This drops continuously as the
length-diameter ratio increases. As far as relative priorities
function of the length-diameter ratio
among the loss mechanisms arc concerned, the energetic
( z\IR =4,
ZFR =6,
v; =4. UD = 1.4 )
examination of the length-diameter nttio reveals the special
significance of the inlet a rea geometry and the charging time. Another similarity exists in connection with the wrap angle
tindings: the simulation resu lts for varying length-diameter ratios j ustify the statement that in the parameter area under
examination. a favourable inlet situation is always to be preferred to a favourahle gap situation.
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5. Conclusions

In the foregoing atticle the intluencc of geometrical machine parameters on the energy conYersion efficiency of stcam-powerecl
screw motors has been examined. The va riation parameters deployed were the intcmal volume ratio, the wrap angle and the
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